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By the irradiation of targets with a high energy x-ray beam, both 

negative and positive 1T-mesons are produced. An investigation was made 

to determine the ratio of the numbers of mesons of either sign produced in 

beryllium because its single isotope 4Be9 has one neutron 1,fith o~ly 

1.6 Mev binding ,energy which might affect this ratio. 

For this study~ the same arrangement was usedw1th'which Peterson, 
, " 

Gilbert, and White1 had determined the corresponding ratio for carbon. 

The x-ray beam of the 320 Mev synchrotron was collimated ~nd hit tb,e tar

get, a beryllium sphere of about 1/2 inch diameter. The target W8:s sur-

rounded Qy a copper absorber in which were imbedded the nuclear emulsion 

p1ates g Ilford C2, of 20Op. thickness. They were oriented in such a way 

that the planes of the emulsions were approximately radialo Thus the mesons 

give relatively long tracks in the emulsion. The plates were scanned for 

mesons stopping in the emulsion. From the thickness of the traversed'mate

rial (beryllium, copper, glass, and emulsion) and the energy-range relation 

one can determine the ini tia1 energy~ of the mesons o The" discrimination be-

,tween negative and positive mesons was made ,by observing their type of 

* Fellow of the Swiss Arbefr~emeinscbaft fHr Stipendien in Mathematik 
und Physik. 

1 J. Mo Peterson~ W~ S. Gilbert, and R. So White~ Physo Rev. 81,'1003, 
(1951) 0 
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endings 0 As in the work of Peterson et al. the fact was used that in 

emulsions negative 1f-mesons are captured by nuclei and form stars with 

visible prongs 73 percent of the time; the remaining 27 percent stop with

out showing a visible track at their endo 2 Positive mesons are not captured 

and decay to p-mesons o By counting the meson;..producal stars and the 1f-ll 

decays, one therefore can calculate for each energy interval the If-/n-i" 

ratio. Only me"Sons end tted at an angle of 900 ± 70 to the x-ray beam and 

in the energy range of 30 to 70 Mev were investigated in this experiment. 

Because stars are much more conspicuous events in emulsions than ~-p 

decays, the probability of ndssingstars in the scanning process is slight~ 

lower than that of overlooking Ir-r decays. For this reason, a correction 

in the ratio of 5 percent, derived from scanning certain areas of the emul-

sions twice, was applied. Only mesons ending more "than 5 microns away from 

the surface of the emulsion after processing were counted. The ratios were 

determined from a total of 661 if-p. decays and star forming mesons. The 

errors given include standard deviations and estimated systematic errors. 

The results are given in Table I. 

Table I 

rr-/rrTratio of mesons produced py x-rays on beryllium 

MeE?pn Energy 
{Mev} rr-[rr+ Ratio 

30-40 2.5 ± 0.6 

40-55 2.0 ± 00 3 

55-70 2.2 ± 0.3 , 

30-70 202 ±0.25 

2 F. Lo Adelman and S. Bo Jones, Science lll~ 226 (1950) 
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It is seen that the ratio of negative to positive mesons depends 

little, if any, on the energy in the investigated range. The over-all 

ratio for mesons of 30 to 70 Mev is 2.2. This value is, within the limits 

of accuracy, the same which L1ttauer and Walker3 got for mesons of about 

50 Mev at an angle of 1350 to the x-ray beam direction. In their measure-

ments the discrimination between the mesons of both signs was made b,y 

means of a magnetic field. 

This highmi~us-plus ratio cannot be explained onlY,by the fact 

that the berylliuninucJ.:.eus.has one more neutron than protons. Rather it 
. ".. 

seems as if this one neutron of the low binding energy would act· as a free . 

particle~ and ther~fore, wou~<i have a higher production cross se~tion. This 
'. • ".:' 1 

is ana1agous to the case of the production of positive'mesons, ~here free 

protons have a higher :product1on cross section for 1T-t"-mesons than bound 

ones, beqause of tpe a,ctionbf the excl~sion principl~o4,5 In ligh,t ele

ments in which no particle has such a'preferred position, as in deuterium, 

helium, and carbon, the. respective minus..,.plus ratios are 1.0,6 1~06 for 

(an angle of 450 , and 1. 06 3 (angle 1350 ). 

I want to express my gratitude to Professor Eo M. McMillan for his con-

tinued interest and to pr. J. M.·· P~t.erson for his valuable help during the 

first stages of this work. It is a pleasure to thank the members of the 

film program group und.~r Dr. W., Barkas, in particuUq'.Mrs~ W~ R.Gaffey who 

did a part of the scanning. Iam;.pa,rticularly· gratei'tilto Professor E.O. 
. . . . 

Lawrence for the privilege of vil3iting and working at:the:~diati1f.l U,i,bora-
. . . / .', 

tory. This .workwa.s· p.erformed tinde'r the auspices bf:the·".AEC. ------;-----,..., . ..,.. .. "":"-"' . . . . . .<.. . 
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3 R. M. Li ttau,er and D:waik:er, Prys • 'Rev 0 82, 746 (1951Y. ;" 

4 J.·.Steinberge!and A •. S. Bishop, Phys •. Rev. 78, 494(1950). 
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•. R. F. Mozley, Phys. Rev .. 80, 493 (1950) 
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